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INTRODUCTION

1. The transition into a circular economy is vital and inevitable, especially in 
developing countries where industrialization is creating highly destructive impacts 

on the environment.

2. Developed countries in the world including Japan and China have operated 

circular economy development models in early stages to fix this problem and 

have earned significant achievements.

3. This article will analyze the model which has been used by developed countries 
and how those countries managed them.

4. After summary the experiences of those countries, this article will propose a 

management circular economy development model and solution to apply this 

model in Vietnam.

#02
THEORETICAL 
FRAMEWORK



CIRCULAR ECONOMY DEFINITION

• Explained the principle of a circular
economy by using principles of
dynamics and the law of conservation
of matter and energy.

• The core of circular economy is the
point connecting the end and the
beginning of the economic processes
including manufacturing and
consuming, which allows materials to
be recycled into the secondary
resources for economic processes.

Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2012)  

• Considers the circular economy as an
industrial system that is restorative or
regenerative by intention and design.

• It replaces the end-of-life concept with
restoration, shifts towards the use of
renewable energy, eliminates the use of
toxic chemicals, which impair reuse and
return to the biosphere, and aims for
the elimination of waste through the
superior design of materials, products,
systems, and business models.

Tran Hong Ha (2019) 

CIRCULAR ECONOMY DEFINITION

Circular economy is an economic
model in which designing, production,
consumption and service activities in
order to reduce the exploitation of
raw materials, prolong the product life
cycle, limit waste generation and
minimize adverse impacts on the
environment.

Nguyen Hoang Nam, Nguyen 
Trong Hanh (2019)

The circular economy is more
concerned with emissions in general by
providing a specific and clear
approach to solve it, which is the
material cycle, emphasizing the role of
the circular product design and waste
treatment along with natural system
regeneration

The National Assembly of Vietnam 
(into article 142, Law on 
Environmental Protection No. 
17/2020/QH14)



DEVELOPMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
DEFINITION

Development management is the 
process of turning ideas and goals of 
development into specific actions and 
organizing the implementation of those 
actions to achieve them.

DEVELOPMENT CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
MANAGEMENT MODEL

PRIVATE SECTORPUBLIC SECTOR

Through the experience of the previous countries, it can be seen that the circular economy
will not develop naturally without the initial participation of the Government. Since businesses
investing in recycling and waste treatment systems will incur additional costs that negatively affect
profits, businesses will not voluntarily do this without early intervention from the Government.
Therefore, the participants in the circular economic development model will be two main factors:
the Government and the Private.



DEVELOPMENT CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
MANAGEMENT MODEL

The Government directly participates in the circular 
economy supply chain:

The Government indirectly participates in the circular 
economy supply chain:

In this form, the Government plays the role of
direct investment, operation and management
providing services for the circular economy such as
material recycling, waste treatment, etc.
participating in the supply chain or the
Government can provide the infrastructure for the
circular economy

In this form, the Government will act as the initiator
of the circular economy by facilitating private
participation and indirect management through
tools such as policies on tax reduction, higher
environmental protection fees, policies to
encourage product design changes to improve
recycling, etc

MODEL 
REQUIREMENTS

• FINANCE RESOURCES
• TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES
• HUMAN RESOURCES

ROLES OF 
PARTICIPANTS

RESOURCES

LEGAL BASIS
LEGAL FRAMEWORK & 
POLICIES

OPERATION



DEVELOPMENT 
CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
MANAGEMENT MODEL

Management circular 
economy development 

models in Japan
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Japan's circular economy development process 

2000-present

Japan advocated the 
development of a 
circular economy based 
on two main pillars: the 
economic system and 
the people

1970s – 1980s

Japan proposed a circular 
economy as a solution to deal 
with the oil crisis in order to 
limit dependence on imports 
from producing countries that 
export this material

1994

When non-renewable 
materials were exploited to 
the limit, Japan advocated 
advancing scientific and 
knowledge-based 
technologies in order to find 
alternative materials

01 02 03

Japan’s model requirements

1. LEGAL SYSTEM Laws for circular economy development in Japan

Source: Authors



Japan’s model requirements

2. HIGH-QUALITY HUMAN RESOURCES

From the very beginning, Japan has mastered the adjustment of the education system at 
schools, businesses, and organizations to raise and change people's awareness of 
environmental issues. market and circular economy.

3. SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM

4. ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEM 

Japan has developed a “zero-emissions” recycling system consisting of 5 parts: “product life cycle 
assessment system; waste reduction system; resource recycling system; recycling industry chain, 
waste recycling and waste trading system”.

The organizational system is decentralized with 3 main areas: the Government; Enterprise & 
Social 

Management circular 
economy development 

models in China

#5



CHINA’S MANAGEMENT MODEL

A suite of corporate-level 
initiatives such as eco-design 

of manufacturing plants, 
waste minimization, cleaner 

production and environmental 
management systems 

Inter-firm level, where eco-
industrial parks (EIPs) have 

been initiated in order to 
capitalize on the trading of 

industrial byproducts

MICRO-LEVEL

MACRO-LEVEL

The third circle of the 
circular economy 
concept is at the social 
level. Typical activities 
include the development 
of eco-cities and eco-
provinces

MESO-LEVEL

01

03

02
MICRO-LEVEL

CHINA’S MODEL HIERARCHY 

MESO-LEVEL

MACRO-LEVEL

THE FAILURES OF CHINA’S MODEL

• The legal system serving the circular economy in China often has some barriers to
innovation and application of the circular economy.

• In China businesses have to pay part of the value-added tax which in some cases, the
recycled materials are cheaper than the primary materials, the production cost is lower but
the value-added tax higher.

• Environmental science and technology areas are areas with low demand, technical and
financial capabilities are inadequate, so the development of this field will not happen
naturally and requires the support of the Government. Government

• The lack of human and institutional resources to encourage community participation in
the circular economy

• Some government agencies lack a complex understanding of environmental principles



PROPOSING CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY DEVELOPMENT 

MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR 
VIETNAM

#6

PROPOSING CIRCULAR ECONOMY DEVELOPMENT 
MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR VIETNAM

This article proposes the Vietnam management circular economy development Hierarchy systems in 3
levels: Micro-level; Meso-level; Macro-level
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ØCould the economic growth cause the environmental pollution in
ASEAN?

ØCould FDI damage the environment in recipient countries in ASEAN?

Research questions:



1. Introduction
ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations)
• Established in 1967
• Members: Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and

Vietnam (Since 1999).

Figure 1. ASEAN GDP (US$ trillion) and 
GDP per capita (US$), 2000-2019

Source: ASEAN Secretariat (2020)

ASEAN’s GDP has steadily increased
and became the fifth largest economy
in the world in 2019.

• ASEAN has increasingly strengthened regional
economic integration through a number of
agreements in trade in goods, services and
investment.

• Investment in ASEAN:
o ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement

(ACIA) to further liberalize investment among
members;

o An important factor contributing to economic
growth.

• Environmental issues in ASEAN:
o Seriously affected by climate change in

exchange for economic growth;
o Environmental quality tended to deteriorate

and is under great pressure from economic
development activities.

1. Introduction

Figure 1: Four pillars of ASEAN Economic Community (AEC)

Sources: Invest in ASEAN



2. Literature Review

The Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC)

Figure 2. The typical EKC 
Source: Yandle et al. (2004)

Panayotou (1993) shows the economic growth
causes the increase in environmental pollution at
first, till the economy reaches a certain growth rate
(that being called turning – point) the environmental
quality will be improved with the economic growth
rate.

Xing & Kolstad (2002): Developing countries use lax environmental regulation as a strategy to
attract investment in polluting industries from developed countries

Hassaballa (2013):
PHH exists by the correlation between foreign capital and local environmental standards. In
developing countries, attracting capital still seems to be a priority, so environmental standards
are not high. FDI capital will increase environmental problems. In contrast, in developed
countries having the advantages of the level of science, technology and labor, high cost of
environmental control and strict environmental standards require the foreign investors pay
more attention to environmental protection.

Pollution haven hypothesis (PHH)

2. Literature Review



2. Literature Review
Empirical studies on EKC in ASEAN countries

Author(s) Scope of study Results 

Lean and Smyth 
(2010)

ASEAN-5 Economic growth affected environmental pollution under the EKC hypothesis

Saboori and 
Sulaiman (2013) 

ASEAN-5 Economic growth and income reduced the pollution in Singapore and Thailand, 
the opposite result was founded in Indonesia and Philippines.

Zhu et al. (2016) ASEAN-5: groups of 
high, moderate and low 
emissions

No impact of economic growth on environmental pollution
In low-emission countries, the increase in FDI raised the environmental pollution, 
while the increase in FDI reduced the pollution in the countries with high and 
moderate emissions. 

Thanh et al. 
(2018) 

ASEAN-8 EKC correlation between the economic growth and pollution

Chng (2019) ASEAN-6 EKC happened in Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam;
no EKC relationship in Malaysia, Philippines and Indonesia

ASEAN-4: Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand
ASEAN-5: Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand
ASEAN-6: Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam
ASEAN-8: Brunei, Campuchia, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam

2. Literature Review
Empirical studies on PHH in ASEAN countries

Author(s) Scope of study Results 

Guzel & Okumu 
(2020) ASEAN-5 Confirm the PHH

Kisswania & 
Zaitouni (2021) ASEAN-4 Confirm the PHH only in Philippines in long term

Baek (2016) ASEAN-6

Confirm the PHH. In low-income countries, more FDI could increase the 
amount of CO2, while in high-income countries the increase in FDI could 
reduce CO2.



Thang and Tu Anh (2021) analyses the effects of economic growth on environmental pollution of ASEAN-10 

in the period of 1990-2017.

à Findings:

𝑙𝑛𝐶𝑂2!" = −11,23 + 1,7𝑙𝑛𝐺𝐷𝑃!" − 0,1(ln 𝐺𝐷𝑃!")#−0,09 ln 𝐹𝐷𝐼!" + 0,64 ln𝐸𝑁𝐶!" + 0,99 ln𝑃𝑂𝑃!" + 0,03𝑈𝑅𝐵!"

Ø ASEAN’s economic growth could cause the pollution of environment.

Ø The increase in FDI would reduce the environmental pollution in ASEAN-10.

Ø Positioning in the EKC curve:

Ø Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand located in the right-hand side of the curve.

Ø Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Philippines and Vietnam located in the left-hand side of the curve.

3. Could the economic growth cause the environmental pollution in ASEAN?

Fixed Effect Model (FEM) and Random Effect Model 
(REM) with equation:

ln 𝐶𝑂2!" =𝛽$ + 𝛽% ln 𝐹𝐷𝐼!" + 𝜇! + 𝛾" + 𝜀!" Variable Symbol Unit Data Source

CO2 emissions CO2 Million
tons

Gilfillan et al. 
(2019), UNFCCC 

(2019), BP 
(2019)

FDI inward 
stock

FDI Million
USD

IMF

Table 1. Data description

• ASEAN countries are divided into 2 groups
according to the result of Thang & Tu Anh
(2021).

• Data from 1990-2017

• 140 observations in each group

4. Could  FDI damage the environment in recipient countries in ASEAN?



Table 2. Empirical results

(1) (2)
VARIABLES Right-side group Left-side group

lnFDI 0.149 0.418***
(0.0718) (0.0454)

Constant 2.772** -1.007
(0.746) (0.654)

Observations 140 140
R-squared 0.299 0.784
Number of countries 5 5

In the right-side group, the p-value is above 0.1

à the effect of FDI on CO2 is insignificant.

4. Could FDI damage the environment in recipient countries in ASEAN?

In contrast, in the left-side group, the p-value is 
significant 
àFDI has significantly positive impact on CO2 
emissions
à An 1% increase of FDI leads to 0.42% increase of 
CO2. 

Conclusion

FDI into the less developed group mainly cause the environmental issues of ASEAN,
while FDI into relatively richer nations has no significant effect on the environment degradation

4. Could FDI damage the environment in recipient countries in ASEAN?

The hypothesis of pollution haven

• This study confirms the hypothesis of pollution haven in ASEAN countries: the flow of FDI to less
developed countries in ASEAN caused the serious environnmental pollution.

• ASEAN integration agreement may create more opportunities for the movement of FDI from countries
with tied environmental regulations to countries having ease environmental conditions.

Ø FDI Intra ASEAN

Ø FDI from ASEAN partners



5. Policy Recommendations

Ø Stringent environment policies on FDI attraction are essential for all ASEAN members especially in less

developed countries. While no serious pollution cases have been recorded in intra-regional FDI projects,

more stringent measures and general regulations in the region are still needed.

Ø In terms of single country’s policies, it is necessary to improve the level of labor, domestic facilities to be

able to receive green FDI projects and acquire advanced technical technologies, which are less harmful to

the environment.

Ø Countries should focus on reducing the structure of heavy industries that cause environmental pollution

as well as addressing environmental issues related to the economy.

1. ASEAN Secretariat (2020). ASEAN Key Figures 2020
2. Baek, J. (2016). A new look at the FDI–income–energy–environment nexus: dynamic panel data analysis of ASEAN. Energy Policy, 91, 22-27.
3. Chng, Z. Y. R. (2019). Environmental Degradation and Economics Growth: Testing the Environmental Kuznets Curve Hypothesis (EKC) in Six ASEAN

Countries. Journal of Undergraduate Research at Minnesota State University, Mankato, 19(1), 1.
4. Guzel, A. E., & Okumus, İ. (2020). Revisiting the pollution haven hypothesis in ASEAN-5 countries: new insights from panel data analysis.

Environmental Science and Pollution Research, 27(15), 18157-18167.
5. Hassaballa, H. (2013). Environment and foreign direct investment: policy implications for developing countries. Journal of Emerging Issues in

Economics, Finance and Banking, 1(2), 75-106.
6. Kisswani, K. M., & Zaitouni, M. (2021). Does FDI affect environmental degradation? Examining pollution haven and pollution halo hypotheses

using ARDLmodelling. Journal of the Asia Pacific Economy, 1-27.
7. Lean, H. H., & Smyth, R. (2010). CO2 emissions, electricity consumption and output in ASEAN. Applied Energy, 87(6), 1858-1864.
8. Panayotou, T. (1993). Empirical tests and policy analysis of environmental degradation at different stages of economic development (No.

992927783402676). International Labour Organization.
9. Saboori, B., & Sulaiman, J. (2013). CO2 emissions, energy consumption and economic growth in Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)

countries: A cointegration approach. Energy, 55, 813-822.
10. Thang, P.V. & Tu Anh, B. (2021), Economic growth and environmental polution- An empirical study on ASEAN countries, Journal of Asian Business

and Economic Studies, (in Vietnamese, forthcoming)
11. Thanh, P. N., Phuong, N. D., & Ngoc, B. H. (2019). Economic Integration and Environmental Pollution Nexus in Asean: A PMG Approach. In

International Econometric Conference of Vietnam (pp. 427-439). Springer, Cham.
12. Xing, Y., & Kolstad, C. D. (2002). Do lax environmental regulations attract foreign investment?. Environmental and Resource Economics, 21(1), 1-

22.
13. Zhu, H., Duan, L., Guo, Y., & Yu, K. (2016). The effects of FDI, economic growth and energy consumption on carbon emissions in ASEAN-5:

evidence frompanel quantile regression. Economic Modelling, 58, 237-248.
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Motivation

• Subsidies are defined as financial contributions by a government or 

any public body within the territory of a member country (WTO). 

• Mainly, subsidies are provided for three purposes:

1. Protect infant industries whose economies of scale and learning-by-

doing effects are important.

2. Support gateway industries that attract knowledge and 

technologies which increase more complex and skill intensive 

manufacturing.

3. Protect domestic industries from import competition. 

Domestic firms are believed to provide better and more specialized 

inputs to the downstream industries.

Motivation

• While subsidies tackle market failure, they also create unfair trading 

practices by distorting trade, completion and investment decisions.

• In recent years, government subsidies that discriminate foreign 

commercial interest are dramatically increasing in the global 

economy. 

• In particular, the use of subsidies interventions by governments 

expanded markedly after the 2008 financial crisis. 

• According to the GTA report, while the news headlines are flooded 

with multi-billion tariff hikes, subsidies create the biggest sources of 

distortions for global trade (Evenett and Fritz, 2019). 



Motivation

Percentage of Key policy interventions used (source GTA)
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Motivation

Chinese government subsidies

• Although government subsidies interventions are prevalent in many 

countries, the US argues that Chinese government subsidies become a 

significant concern creating unfair trading practices.

• For example, Chinese firms have become extremely dominant in many 

capital-intensive industries (such as steel, aluminium, glass, auto parts, 

solar panels and shipbuilding) where it had no labor cost advantage.  

• Subsidies to State-Owned-Enterprises (SOEs) are often evoked as a 

potential contributing factor to China’s trade prowess.

• As a result, Chinese industrial subsidies are causing more trade conflicts 

than any other country in the world (Kalouptsidi, 2017).

• In addition, compared to liberalizing subsidies, the proportion of harmful 

Chinese government subsidies are considerably larger.



Motivation

• Chinese harmful subsidies interventions are significantly increasing. 
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Motivation
The basic metal sector

• The basic metal sector includes basic iron & Steel, products of iron & 

steel, aluminium, copper, nickel, lead, zinc, tin, basic precious metals, 

and other non-ferrous metals.

• This sector is a major target of subsidies as it play a major role in the 

productivity and growth of an economy (Blonigen, 2015).

9The basic metal sector is a key input to the manufacturing and 

construction sectors

9It is also vital to the production of investment goods and 

infrastructure.

• As such, the Chinese government significantly scale up its subsidies to 

the basic metal sector in recent years.



Motivation

Basic metal subsidy interventions by China
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Motivation
Previous Studies:

• Many papers have analysed the impact of “industrial policy” (IP) on competitiveness. 
9 Kalouptsidi (2018): Chinese subsidies in the shipping industry and production 

reallocation across countries.

9 Criscuolo et al (2019): European investment subsidy and manufacturing 
employment.
9 Aghion et al (2015): Industrial policy and competition.

9 Rotemberg (2019): Firm subsidies and productivity in India.

• However, the literature that analyse the effect of subsidies interventions on export 
competitiveness is scarce. 

• The only exception is Blonigen (2015) that examine the effect of steel-sector IP on 
competitiveness in major steel producing countries.

• Blonigen (2015) finds the presence of steel IP significantly reduces export 
competitiveness in the down stream manufacturing industries.



Motivation
This paper:

• While Boligen (2015) investigates the impact of subsidies 

interventions in many steel producing countries:

I. The study is restricted to the 1975-2000 sample period.

II. The paper do not examine the effect of one country’s industrial 
policy on the downstream sector of other countries.

III. China is not included in the sample.

IV. The paper is restricted only to steel sector industrial policies.

• Hence, this paper examines the impact of Chinese basic metal 
subsidies interventions on the export competitiveness of the down-

stream sectors of other countries.

Methodology

• Following Blonigen (2015), our model is specified as:

• 𝐸𝑖𝑐𝑡 = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2(𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑡× 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡_𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑐𝑡) + 𝜃𝑐𝑡 + 𝛾𝑖𝑡 + 𝜌𝑐𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑡 …………(1)

• Where, 𝐸𝑖𝑐𝑡 is sector 𝑖 export in country c and year t. 

• 𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑡 is the number of Chinese basic metal subsidy interventions at time t. 

• 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡_𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑐𝑡 is the input share of basic metals (such as steel, 

iron, precious metals, aluminium, copper, nickel, lead, Zinc and tin)



Methodology

A Set of Fixed Effects Employed:

• 𝜃𝑐𝑡 denotes the exporter-year fixed effect. 

It captures any year specific fixed effect such as changes in economic 

growth in country c.

• 𝛾𝑖𝑡 denotes the product-year fixed effects.

This captures any shock that affects the specific sector at time t.

• 𝜌𝑐𝑖 exporter-product fixed effects.

• Due to dummy variable trap problem we only include 𝜃𝑐𝑡 and 𝛾𝑖𝑡. 

Hence, 𝜌𝑐𝑖 is the omitted category. 

Methodology

Heterogeneous Effects

• Chinese subsidy interventions are liberalizing,  with neutral effect and 

some are harmful.

• We rewrite Eq. (1) to analyse the heterogeneous effect of subsidies 

interventions.

• For example, to investigate the effect of harmful interventions, we re-

specify as Eq. (1) as follows:

𝐸𝑖𝑐𝑡 = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2(𝑁𝐻𝑆𝐼𝑡× 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡_𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑐𝑡) + 𝜃𝑐𝑡 + 𝛾𝑖𝑡 + 𝜌𝑐𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑡 ………… (2)

• Where 𝑁𝐻𝑆𝐼𝑡 is the number of harmful interventions at time t.



Data

• Our paper uses a combination of 3 data sources:

a. UN Comtrade: Export value data at 3-digit Common Product 

Classification (CPC) for 137 sectors from 40 major economies 

(excluding China) in the 2008-2018 period. 

b. Global Trade Alert (GTA): the number of Chinese basic metal 

subsidies interventions. GTA  database uses CPC system to identify 

affected sectors!

c. Global Input Output Database (GIOD): For the input output linkage 

between Chinese basic metal subsidies and the other sectors.

Data

Chinese liberal subsidies affected countries



Data

Chinese harmful subsidies affected countries

Baseline Result



• A one unit Chinese subsidies intervention in the basic metal sector 

reduces the export of other countries by about 16.6%.

• This means:

An increase in one standard deviation of Chinese subsides in the  basic 
metal sector reduces export in the other major economies by 0.17 
percentage point. 
• This is reasonably large negative effect in the downstream sectors.

Placebo test: Forestry, Fishing and Textile



Considering lag effects

Heterogeneous Effect (1): Harmful, Liberalizing and Neutral



Heterogeneous Effect (2): Based on basic metal use intensity

Heterogeneous Effect (3): Only high intensively affected countries



Heterogeneous Effect (4): Developed versus developing countries

Additional Results: RCA and Base Metal Subsidy

(1) (2) (3)

Dependent Variable: Revealed comparative advantage

NSI × Metal_Input_Share -0.042* -0.082*** -0.090**

(0.023) (0.029) (0.044)

Exporter-Year FE Yes No Yes

Sector-Year FE No Yes Yes

Number of Observations 59331 59331 59331

R2 0.0292 0.0464 0.0754



Conclusion

• The paper investigates the effect of Chinese basic metal sector 

subsidies on the export competitiveness of the major economies 

downstream sectors. 

• The finding shows that Chinese subsidies distortions have 

considerably large adverse effect on the export performance of other 

countries.

• Especially, the deleterious effect of Chinese subsidies interventions is 

much larger for developed economies. 

• More importantly, both harmful and neutral subsidies interventions 

reduce export competitiveness of other countries.
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Introduction

• Services activities in manufacturing are intensifying over past
decades

• There is strong evidences manufacturing firms use greater service
inputs and services professions in production process

• Also, more and more manufacturing firms bundle services in their
core products

• The increasing importance of services in manufacturing is called
“servicification”

• Reasons behind increasing servicifiation are:

9 The rise of GVC using services to link fragmented production
components across whole value chains

9 To add value and sharpen customer relationship
9 to enhance efficiency and productivity

University of Adelaide 3

Source: Miroudot and Cadestin (2017)

About 49% of the value added in world gross exports originates 
in the service sector   Î highlighting that services are traded 
embodied in goods



Substantial amount of economic activity in manufacturing is 
made up of services.

Source: Miroudot and Cadestin (2017)

Source: Miroudot and Cadestin (2017)

• This paper recognizes this shift in service-manufacturing
linkage and explores how servicification affect firm
productivity level.

• Specifically, it examines the effects of servicification (firms
from both supply-side and demand-side) on productivity using
unbalanced panel firm-level data from Indonesian
manufacturing industries

University of Adelaide 6



Empirical strategy

Two-stage approach

9 Stage one involves estimation of Cobb-Douglas production 
function using semi-parametric approach and then derive 
productivity 

9 In stage two, we regress productivity with servicification and 
other firm attributes

University of Adelaide 7

1) Estimation of productivity

9 Estimate the production function using semi-parametric approach 
developed by Levinsohn and Petrin (2003)—LP method

௧   ௧  ௧  ௧ ௧ ௧

9 Use intermediate inputs as proxy to correct the simultaneity between 
input choices and productivity shocks

9 STATA command:
o levpet ln_VA, free(ln_lab_high ln_lab_low) proxy(ln_Ele) capital(ln_K) valueadded

reps(250)
o predict tfp, omega
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2). Servicification and its impact on productivity

௦௧ =  + ଵ ௦௧ ଶ ௦௧ + ଷ ௦௧ +  ସ ௦௧ + 
ହ ௦௧ +  ௦௧ +  ௧ + ௦ + ௦௧

University of Adelaide 9

Variables Definition Measure
tfp Total factor productivity derived from production 

function estimate (Dependent variable)
Firm productivity level

serv_inp Servicification in terms of input; share of industrial 
services to total inputs (%)

Service input intensity

serv_outp Servicification in terms of output; share of revenues 
from selling manufacturing services and selling 
electricity to outputs (%)

Service output intensity 

for_own 1 if more than 10% of capital owned by foreign; 0 
otherwise

Ownership structure and 
foreign network

acc_fin 1 if firm borrow money from bank or financial 
institution; 0 otherwise

Access to finance

gvc 1 if firm imports raw materials AND export products; 
0 otherwise

GVC participation and 
exposure to international 
suppliers/partners

exp_spillover Share of outputs of export firms to output of all 
firms (%)

Export spillover

• Estimation methods
9 OLS fixed effect as baseline
9 General Method of Movement (GMM) to correct endogeneity

• Source of data
9 Indonesian Annual Manufacturing Survey (IAMS) over the period 2005-

2015
9 Unbalanced panel data  with roughly 19, 347--28,545 firms
9 Observations in empirical analysis: 127,356
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Empirical results
• GMM estimator is appropriate as the estimate 

proves that there is not autocorrelation and 
strong and valid instruments

• Negative but insignificant relationship 
between share of industrial services and 
productivity in OLS-FE but the sign and 
magnitude turn positive and significant once 
we correct endogeneity problems via GMM 
method

• Estimates for service revenue is strongly 
positive and the results are robust across 
various estimators.

• Overall, the magnitude of effect are as follows:
9 10 percentage point increase in service input 

intensity leads to 7-8 percent rise in 
productivity 

9 10 percent growth in service revenue results 
in 4-5 percent increase in productivity

• Coefficients of foreign ownership, access to 
finance and GVC participation are positive and 
significant across all estimators

Î The findings confirm argument that firm 
heterogeneities play an important role in 
determining firm performance, specifically, 
productivity.

University of Adelaide 11

TFP
(1) (2)

OLS Sys GMM

Foreign ownership 0.717*** 0.747***

(0.0226) (0.150)

Access to finance 0.0973*** 0.129***

(0.00887) (0.0265)

Export spillover 0.570*** -0.294

(0.129) (0.193)

GVC participation 0.0882*** 0.150***

(0.0180) (0.0577)

Share of service inputs to total

expenses -0.113 0.781***

(0.0910) (0.270)

Share of service income to total

revenues 0.122*** 0.445*

(0.0208) (0.232)

Observations 127,537 86,263

R-sq 0.3252 -

Year-FE Yes Yes

Sector-FE Yes Yes

AR(2) (p-value) - 0.958

Hansen test (p-value) - 0.106

Table 1: Results of productivity effects of servicification

Robustness checks

To further demonstrate the robustness of our results, we conduct 
various alternative specifications:

1) Alternative measures of productivity: 
• Measure 1: output per workers ( commonly known as labour productivity)
• Measure 2: TFP derived from production function using GMM method

University of Adelaide 12

Productivity

(1) (2)
Labour productivity

Sys GMM
TFP with GMM estimator

Sys GMM

Share of service inputs 
to total expenses 0.468* 0.761***

(0.260) (0.268)
Share of service income 
to total revenues 1.405*** 0.447*

(0.185) (0.232)

Observations 137,304 86,263
Year-FE Yes Yes
Sector-FE Yes Yes
AR(2) (p-value) 0.01 0.975
Hansen test (p-value) 0.128 0.111

Table 2: Results of alternative measures of productivity



2). Alternative measures of servicification

Change measure of servicification from ratio to binary value 

1) Input servicified firm (1 if ratio of service input ratio greater than median)

2)  Output servicified firm (1 if ratio of service output greater than median)

University of Adelaide 13

Total factor productivity Sys GMM

Service inputs dummy (1= firms 
purchasing service inputs) 0.369***

(0.0788)
Service income dummy (1= firms selling 
services) 0.373***

(0.112)
Observations 86,263
AR (2) 0.884
Hansen test 0.016

Table 3: Results of alternative measures of servicification

Conclusion

• The findings highlight the significant contribution of services both
in aspects of inputs and outputs in helping firms raise productivity

• Productivity effects of input servicification is greater than output
servicification

• We also find evidence suggesting the importance of firm
heterogeneities i.e. foreign ownership, access to finance, and
participation in GVC in boosting productivity

• Despite representing Indonesian manufacturing firms, our results
provide additional evidence that explain the recent global trend of
why manufacturing firms become more service intensive.
Productivity gains from servicification is one of the obvious reason.

University of Adelaide 14



Annex

1. Supply-side of servicificatioin

- Variable: Share of service inputs 
to total expense.

- It captures the intensity of service 
factors used in manufacturing of 
final goods

- Coverage: input services include 
spending on packaging, 
maintenance and repair, 
promotion and advertising

2. Demand-side of servicification

- Variable: Share of service 
revenue to output.

- It captures service output 
intensity 

- Coverage: revenues from 
services include sales of 
electricity and fees from 
manufacturing services

University of Adelaide 15
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The Internet of Things in
Enterprises and
Corporate Social
Responsibility: context,
trends, main areas of use

1

2 Main goal

2The predominant goal of
the presented study is to
identify the main areas of
application of the
intelligent objects in a
socially responsible
enterprise
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The Internet of Things 

Maria Bajak
Cracow University of Economics

The industrialization and computerization of
modern environment means that more and more
objects in surroundings exchange information
with each other via the network, creating an
intelligent system that allows automation,
optimization and control of various areas 
of social life

3
3

- raised comfort related to the automation of personal space,
- reduction of household costs,
- increased personal security,

- improved healthcare,
- facilitation of communication and connection with surroundings,

- distance management of a residential facility.
 

Internet of things in
private life4

4



- pollution reduction and environmental protection,
- optimization of the flow of people, services and capital related to,

the automation of public space,
- improved functioning of uniformed and rescue services,

- increase in the level of public security,
- public space monitoring,

- creating new professions and job opportunities.
 

Internet of things in
society5

5

- improved production process,
- cost reduction,

- increased employee safety,
- expanded staff competencies,

- creating market niches,
- higher efficiency of marketing activities,

- optimization in the field of transport and logistics,
- advancement in trade processes.

 

Internet of things in
business6

6



7 Integrated SMART
Environment

Maria Bajak
Cracow University of Economics7

8
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Corporate Social
Responsibility

"CSR is the responsibility of enterprises for their impact on
society. (...) CSR is the process whereby enterprises integrate
social, environmental, ethical and human rights concerns into
their core strategy, operations and integrated performance, in

close collaboration with their stakeholders".
~ European Commission 
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Methodology9
To implement the adopted assumptions, it was
decided to select a method partially similar
to the case study. This tool is supposed to
lead to answers to revealing questions,
explaining "Who?", "What?", "Where?", "How?",
"Why?", relating to the examined object. 
Due to the specific nature of the subject
matter, it was decided to select several
researched projects. As a result, it enables
the adoption of a broader perspective while
achieving the research objective, which is
the basis for further analyses

Maria Bajak 10

Climate
Street in

Amsterdam

10
Who? 
City of Amsterdam and local entrepreneurs

What? 
The testing of solutions by entrepreneurs
aimed at reducing energy consumption and
waste

Where? 
Utrechtsestraat in Amsterdam

How? 
Creation and implementation by
entrepreneurs and IT companies various IoT
solutions to protect the environment

Why? 
A pilot project aimed at reducing energy
consumption and CO2 emissions throughout
the city
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Who? 
Siemens, in collaboration with the City of
London (as part of the Smart London
initiative)

What? 
Creating a building that operates
exclusively on the electricity it produces

Where? 
City of London

How? 
Location of over 3,500 data collection
points in the building, which optimizes
the space management process

Why? 
Seeking to create an autonomous building
that in practice implements the principles
of sustainable development

The Crystal
in London

Maria Bajak 12

Cagliari Port
2020

12
Who? 
Port of Cagliari, City of Cagliari with
local stakeholders (e.g. Confindustria
della Sardegna Meridionale)

What? 
Creating a harbour management optimization
system for port operators, sailors, and
partly to tourists

Where? 
City of Cagliari

How? 
Placement of sensors within the port and
creation of a process management platform
based on the obtained data

Why? 
Striving to control, integrate and
optimize the management of the Cagliari's
ports and metropolitan area
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Sidly
Telemedicine
Wristbands

Who? 
Medical care units, local governments, 
 foundations, employers

What? 
Implementation of a system that allows
quick assistance in the event of
disturbances in vital parameters or
detection of a fall

Where? 
Europe

How? 
Use of wristbands for medical measurements
that sends automatic notifications when
irregularities are detected

Why? 
Raising the standards of care for seniors
and sick people, as well as increasing
safety in workplaces

Maria Bajak 14

The main
areas of

optimization
of social life
by means of

intelligent
objects14

1
Environmental
Protection and
Ecology

2
Sustainable
Development

5
Consumer
Protection

4
Employee
Relations

3
Social
Commitment and
Human Rights

6
Competitive
Environment



The results of
the research
in a macro
perspective:
trends and
forms of
support
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the economic value
that the IoT will
generate by 2030 will
be from $ 5.5 trillion
to $ 12.6 trillion 

it is worth
highlighting the need
for the government to
support such
initiatives
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Overview

Research Question: Can Digitalization reduce the negative effect of country distance in 
international trade?

Sample: Over 17,000 trading pairs between 28 European Countries and the rest of the 
World.

Exploited Index: Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) by European Commission

Estimation Methodology: System Generalized Method of Momentums (System GMM)

2



Overview (cont.)

Main Results: Empirical evidence has found to prove that DESI can positively moderate 
the unfavorable reaction of geographic distance on international trade

Contributions: 

• First paper to examine the moderating effect of Digitalization in the relationship 
between country distance and international trade;

• Extend international business literature;

• Raise encourage to imply digitalization in countries to promote trade.

3

Research Structure

1. Introduction

2. Literature Review

3. Data and Methodology

4. Results and Discussion

5. Concluding Remarks
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1. Introduction

1990s-2000s
success of GATT and WTO; 
golden era of globalization

2007-2009
Great Recession; 
Slowbalization

Until now
Several factors decline trade;
However, Digitalization could 
be able to boost trade 
globalization

5

1. Introduction (cont.)

Aim: 
• To shed light on effect of digitalization on international trade;

• To find empirical evidence supporting digitalization promote international trade by
reducing country distance among countries which are widely known as huge
barriers in global activities
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1. Introduction (cont.)

European Countries to be chosen: 

• One the most active area in digitalization (Europe 2020 Strategy);

• Have performance measurement system to track the evolution of the EU member 
states in digital competitiveness (DESI);

• One of the biggest players in global trade: 14.0% of global imports and 15.9% of 
global exports in 2019

7

2. Literature Review

A series of studies focusing on: 

• Digitalization: Hagberg et al. (2016), Eling and Lehmann (2018), etc. => digitalization 
is the most significant on-going transformation of contemporary society and 
encompasses several domains of daily life 

• Country Distance and its negative effect on international trade: Ghemawat (2001), 
Berry et al. (2010), Dow and Karunaratna (2006), etc.

• Impact of Digitalization: Yip and Dempster (2005), Resciniti et al. (2019), Katsikeas 
et al. (2019), ect. => suggest digitalization makes it easier to cull various barriers and 
issues and to identify more quickly new market opportunities
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2. Literature Review

Hypotheses:
H1: Digitalization reduces the negative effect of country distances on international trade.

H1a: Digitalization reduces the negative effect of language distance on international trade.

H1b: Digitalization reduces the negative effect of religion distance on international trade.

H1c: Digitalization reduces the negative effect of administrative distance on international

trade.

H1d: Digitalization reduces the negative effect of geographic distance on international trade.

H1e: Digitalization reduces the negative effect of economic distance on international trade.
9

3. Data and Methodology

Data Source Unit

International 
Trade

Import/Export value 
annually

EuroStat Million Euro

Digitalization DESI index and its 5 
components

Euro Commission 0-100 Score

Country 
Distance

Language Distance Exploit data from Dow and 
Karunaratna (2006); 
updated

0-5 Score

Religion Distance

Administrative Distance Exploit data from Berry et 
al. (2010); updated

Score

Geographic Distance Km

Economic Distance Score 10



3. Data and Methodology (cont.)

Variable Abr. Definition and Scope

DESI Desi Digital Economy and Society Index of report country, is weighting average of 5

below factors, score from 0-100
Connectivity Con % of deployment of broadband infrastructure and its quality, including fixed

broadband, mobile broadband, fast and ultrafast broadband and broadband prices.
Human Capital Human % population having skills needed to take advantage of the possibilities offered by

a digital society.
Use of Internet Net % population having activities already online, from consumption of online content

to modern communication activities or online shopping and banking.
Integration of Digital 

Technology

Tech % of businesses and their exploitation of the online sales channel, social media, big

data, cloud, artificial intelligence, and environmental technology

Digital Public Services Pub % of Digitization of public services for citizen, business and eGovernment.
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3. Data and Methodology (cont.)

1 2 3 4 5 6Ex Re min ,ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt it itLang lig Ad Geo Econ Desi= + + + + + + +

1 2 3 4 5 6Im Re min ,ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt it itLang lig Ad Geo Econ Desi= + + + + + + +

Models: to examine main effects

(1)

(2)
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3. Data and Methodology (cont.)

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 ij 8 ij 9 ij 10 ij 11 ij

Ex Re min
* ang *Re * min * * ,

ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt it

it t it t it t it t it t it

Lang lig Ad Geo Econ Desi
Desi L Desi lig Desi Ad Desi Geo Desi Econ
= + + + + + +

+ + + + + +

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 ij 8 ij 9 ij 10 ij 11 ij

Im Re min
* ang *Re * min * * ,

ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt ijt it

it t it t it t it t it t it

Lang lig Ad Geo Econ Desi
Desi L Desi lig Desi Ad Desi Geo Desi Econ
= + + + + + +

+ + + + + +

(3)

(4)

Models: to examine the moderating effect of Desi 

Estimation Method: system GMM
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4. Results and Discussions

Wide range
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4. Results and Discussions (cont.)
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4. Results and Discussions (cont.)

Confirm 
• Negative effect 

of country 
distance 
variables

• Positive effect 
of DESI
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4. Results and Discussions (cont.)

Support H1d

17

4. Results and Discussions (cont.)

Support H1d
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5. Concluding Remarks

Main Results

• Confirming the positive effect of Digitalization

• Digitalization can positively moderate the unfavorable reaction of geographic 
distance on international trade.

Contributions

• Extend international business literature;

• Raise encourage to imply digitalization in countries to promote trade.

19

5. Concluding Remarks (cont.)

Limitation

• The period in regression is narrowed from 2015 to 2019 (due to availability of 
relating data)

• Effect of DESI is focused on international trade only

Future Studies

• To extend to other international business activities such as foreign direct 
investment, global value chain, etc.

• To examine industry and firm level at the advantage of digitalization

20
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Outline

Overview of a 
Digital Economy

The development 
of five key pillars 
for a digital 
economy in 
Vietnam 

Recommendations
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What is a Digital Economy? 

A bottom-up approach: 
characterise industries’ 

and firms’ output or 
production processes to 

decide whether they 
should be included in the 
Digital Economy à US 
BEA (2018), McKinsey 

(2018), IMF (2018), G20 
(2016)

A top-down or trend-
based approach: first 
identify the key trends 

driving the digital 
transformation and then 

analyse the extent to 
which these are 

reflected in the real 
economy à WB (2016), 
OECD (2019), Oxford 

Economics (2016) 

A flexible approach, 
breaking the Digital 

Economy into core and 
non-core components 
and thereby finding a 
compromise between 
adaptability and the 

need to arrive at some 
common ground on the 

meaning of the term. 

3

Definition of the Digital Economy 
The Digital Economy 
incorporates all 
economic activity 
reliant on, or 
significantly enhanced 
by the use of digital 
inputs, including digital 
technologies, digital 
infrastructure, digital 
services and data. It 
refers to all producers 
and consumers, 
including government, 
that are utilising these 
digital inputs in their 
economic activities. 
(OECD, 2020)
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Five key pillars for an inclusive digital economy in 
a country (World Bank)
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economy

make a significant contribution to 
the development of the digital 

economy in a broad-scale

contribute to inclusive growth and poverty reduction in countries.
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Areas of Assessment Based on Maturity of 
Digital Economy 
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Vietnam’s Digital infrastructure 

Digital infrastructure underpins the use of digital technologies, and 
facilitate interactions between connected people, organisations and 
machines. 

A well-developed digital infrastructure is a prerequisite for digital 
economy development.

Digital infrastructure includes broadband access to the internet; mobile 
networks and affordability of broadband access…

7

The digital infrastructure in Vietnam has seen strong 
growth in terms of quantity and quality
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Network coverage
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Viet Nam 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Mobile-cellular 

subscriptions per 
100 inhabitants 126.83 143.26 146.63 136.34 148.45 129.83 128.79 126.87 147.20 141.23 142.73 

Fixed-telephone 
subscriptions per 
100 inhabitants 16.34 11.45 10.64 7.41 7.33 7.90 5.98 4.64 4.50 3.79 3.29 

Mobile and fixed telephone/broadband subscription
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0.34 32.33 
Fixed-telephone subscriptions per 100 

inhabitants
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Viet Nam 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Active mobile-broadband 

subscriptions per 100 inhabitants 7.99 14.40 17.07 18.97 31.33 38.61 46.90 47.41 71.89 72.46 80.23 
Fixed broadband subscriptions 

per 100 inhabitants 4.17 4.32 5.32 5.68 6.54 8.26 9.72 11.91 13.60 15.35 17.16 

Mobile and fixed telephone/broadband subscription
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48.59 144.05 
Active mobile-broadband subscriptions per 100 

inhabitants
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0.24 25.94 
Fixed broadband subscriptions per 100 

inhabitants
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International bandwidth per Internet user (MB/s)
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Speedtest Global Index in Sep. 
2021

https://www.speedtest.net/global-index/vietnam#mobile
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Vietnam’s Digital infrastructure 

Source: https://itu.int/data 
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ICT Price baskets (IPB)

Viet Nam 2018 2019 2020 Rank 2020

Fixed broadband basket as a % of GNI p.c. 3.65 3.65 3.92 102

Mobile broadband basket as a % of GNI 
p.c. 1.11 1.11 1.04 71

Mobile cellular basket as a % of GNI p.c. 2.66 2.66 1.96 79

Mobile data and voice basket (high 
consumption) as a % of GNI p.c. 2.17 2.17 1.87 115

Mobile data and voice basket (low 
consumption) as a % of GNI p.c. 1.99 1.99 1.87 92
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ICT Price baskets in 2020

Fixed 
broadband 
basket as a 

% of GNI 
p.c.

Mobile 
broadband 
basket as a 

% of GNI 
p.c.

Mobile 
cellular 

basket as 
a % of GNI 

p.c.

Mobile data 
and voice 

basket (high 
consumption) 
as a % of GNI 

p.c.

Mobile data 
and voice 

basket (low 
consumption) 
as a % of GNI 

p.c.
Brunei Darussalam 0.96 0.28 0.32 0.95 0.59

Cambodia 12.16 1.62 4.95 10.99 5.19
Indonesia 10.93 1.33 1.83 2.43 1.33
Lao P.D.R. 8.31 2.37 3.5 9.43 4.63
Malaysia 2.19 0.91 0.63 1.19 0.99
Myanmar 11.55 1.04 0.84 2.52 1.07

Philippines 7.85 1.36 3.01 2.9 2.9
Singapore 0.74 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37
Thailand 3.29 1.18 0.57 2.66 1.6
Viet Nam 3.92 1.04 1.96 1.87 1.87
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Vietnam’s Digital infrastructure 

Digital infrastructure in Vietnam is being developed rapidly, but it is 
mainly concentrated in urban areas.

The number of broadband subscribers and the level of 
bandwidth per internet user in Vietnam is increasing, but the 
broadband speed is average globally.

Regardless of income or geographic location, almost every 
Vietnamese household owns a mobile phone, but access to more 
expensive technologies is unequal and costly.

17

Digital platforms 

• Digital platforms facilitate digital exchange and transactions, enabling 
producers and users to create value by interacting with each other. 

• Governments operate digital platforms to offer citizen-facing 
government services and share information. 

• Commercial firms and non-profit foundations also operate digital 
platforms to offer a growing array of products, services and 
information. 

Digital platforms offer products and services, accessible through 
digital channels, such as mobile devices, computers, and the 
internet. 

• e-Commerce, Transport/Ride Hailing; Food Delivery; Digital Financial 
Services (Education; Healthcare)

4 leading online-to-offline (O2O) platform sectors:

18



Southeast 

Asia’s 

O2O 

Platforms

Source: 
https://fintechnews.sg/56844/fintech/s
outheast-asias-o2o-platforms-reach-
mainstream-acceptance/
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Key benefits and opportunities of Platforms
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E-commerce platforms IN VIETNAM 

International e-marketplaces such as Singapore’s Shopee and Alibaba-
owned Lazada currently hold the leading positions within the Vietnamese e-
commerce market. 

There has been an increasing number of newly registered Vietnamese e-
commerce sites, especially in the form of e-marketplaces. Local brand The 
Gioi Di Dong has emerged as one of the most popular e-commerce sites in 
recent years, specializing in consumer electronics and IT devices.

Top 5 websites ranking for e-commerce and shopping in Vietnam in Sep 
2021: Shopee.vn, Lazada.vn, Tiki.vn, chotot.com, bachhoaxanh.com 
(https://www.similarweb.com/top-websites/vietnam/category/e-commerce-
and-shopping/) 

21

Vietnam’s e-commerce (B2C) revenue 

E-commerce 
revenue (B2C, 
bil.$) 
Growth rate

Source: The White Book on Vietnamese E-commerce 2021
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https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/statistics/1007105/vietnam-leading-domestic-b2c-ecommerce-sites/
https://www.similarweb.com/top-websites/vietnam/category/e-commerce-and-shopping/


ASEAN e-commerce 

Country

Number of people 
purchasing 

consumer goods 
via the internet

Total value of the 
consumer goods 

ecommerce market

Annual growth in 
the total value of 

the consumer 
goods ecommerce 

market

Online consumer 
goods purchases 
average annual 
spend per user

Singapore 3.07 mil. $2.41 bil. (+32.4%) $785

Indonesia 138.1 mil. $30.31 bil. (+49.0%) $219

Malaysia 13.10 mil. $4.46 bil. (+37.3%) $341

Philippine 38.88 mil. $3.55 bil. (+42.5%) $91

Thailand 33.67 mil. $7.29 bil. (+42.8%) $216

Vietnam 45.60 mil. $6.03 bil. (+36.3) $132

23

ASEAN e-commerce main category

Main 
category

Travel, mobility, 
accommodation

Fashion & 
beauty

Electronics & 
physical media

Food & 
personal care

Furniture & 
appliances

Toys, diy & 
hobbies

Digital 
music

Video 
games

Singapore $2.26 bil. (-47.4) $522.9 mil. 
(+31.1)

$570.4 mil. 
(+31.0)

$592.5 mil. 
(+37.0)

$473.2 mil. 
(+31.0)

$246.5 mil. 
(30.7)

$49.34 mil. 
(+39.7)

$179.8 mil. 
(+21.0)

Indonesia $6.02 bil. (-45.8) $9.81 bil. 
(+50.7) $6.91 bil. (+38.9) $4.66 bil. 

(+61.3)
$4.48 bil. 
(+47.8)

$4.44 bil. 
(+51.5)

$199.5 mil. 
(+35.1)

$1.68 bil. 
(+31.1)

Malaysia $2.65 bil. (-50.9%) $1.42 bil. 
(+43.7%)

$1.17 bil. 
(+35.1%) 

$449.1 mil. 
(+38.4%)

$586.2 mil. 
(+37.0%)

$836.6 mil. 
(+30.4%)

$19.82 mil. 
(+32.4%)

$355.3 mil. 
(+22.2%) 

Philippine $3.01 bil. (-53.8) $652.7 mil. 
(+28.0)

$955.4 mil. 
(+37.4)

$483.5 mil. 
(+64.3)

$845.0 mil. 
(+46.3)

$609.1 mil. 
(+47.8)

$23.48 mil. 
(+41.1)

$1.27 bil. 
(+30.8)

Thailand $3.38 bil. (-43.4) $710.7 mil. 
(+35.1) $2.40 bil. (+24.2) $2.34 bil. 

(+74.3) 
$438.9 mil. 

(+37.0)
$1.40 bil. 
(+42.4)

$83.10 mil. 
(+28.2)

$389.7 mil. 
(+25.0)

Vietnam $3.18 bil. (-40.5%) $1.44 bil. 
(+37.2%) $1.57 bil. (+32.6) $1.02 bil. 

(+45.9)
$1.09 bil. 
(+33.6)

$917.1 mil. 
(+34.9)

$16.15 mil. 
(+33.2)

$215.0 mil. 
(+35.3)
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Digital platforms IN VIETNAM

Source: The White Book on Vietnamese E-commerce 2021

The number of e-commerce 
websites and applications has 
been notified and confirmed by 
the Ministry of Industry and 
Trade

Notified Confỉrmed

Percentage of enterprises participating 
in e-commerce platforms in Vietnam
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Digital platforms in VIETNAM 

Source: The White Book on Vietnamese E-commerce 2021

Percentage of enterprises that make orders 
through various forms

Percentage of enterprises that have orders 
through various forms

e-commerce 
websites

e-commerce 
platforms

Social media 
platforms

Email e-commerce 
websites

e-commerce 
platforms

Social media 
platforms

Email
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Digital platforms IN VIETNAM 

• YouTube (92%), Facebook (91.7%), Zalo (76.5%), FB 
Messenger (75.8%), Instagram (53.5%) and Tikok (47.6%)

Social media platforms: 

• In 2020, there were 5.38 million using digitally enabled ride-
hailing services with a total value of $575.8 million à $107 per 
user of digitally enabled ride-hailing services 

• Annual growth in the total value was -30.9% in 2020 due to the 
pandamic

Ride – Hailing market (Grab, goViet, BE, etc.)

Source: https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2021-vietnam
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DIGITALLY ENABLED RIDE-HAILING MARKET & 
FOOD DELIVERY MARKET 

Country

Number of 
people 
using 

digitaly 
enabled 

ride-hailing 
services

Total value 
of the 

digitally 
enabled 

ride-hailing 
market

Annual 
change in 
the total 

value of the 
digitally 
enabled 

ride-hailing 
market

Digitally 
enabled 

ride-hailing 
services: 
average 
annual 

revenue per 
user

Number of 
people 

using online 
services to 
order take-
away food 
delivery

Total value 
of the online 

food 
delivery 
market

Annual 
change in 
the total 

value of the 
online food 

delivery 
market

Online food 
delivery 
services: 
average 
annual 

revenue per 
user

Singapore 1.12 mil. $389.2 mil. -39.4% $348 2.40 mil. $464.2 mil. +35.7% $194

Indonesia 15.79 mil. $1.14 bil. (-43.1%) $72 37.34 mil. $1.95 bil. (+35.2%) $52

China 237.8 mil. $21.63 bil. (-44.3%) $91 410.8 mil. $51.51 bil. (+28.0%) $125

Malaysia 1.90 mil. $125.2 mil. (-41.8%) $66 6.86 mil. $211.4 mil. (+45.9%) $31

Philippine 2.13 mil. $132.0 mil. (-50.7%) $62 8.83 mil. $247.2 mil. (+48.5%) $28

Thailand 3.64 mil. $347.1 mil. (-33.6%) $95 9.97 mil. $274.5 mil. (+38.2%) $28

Vietnam 5.38 mil. $575.8 mil. (-30.9) $107 9.53 mil. $302.1 mil. (+45.9) $32

28
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Digital platforms IN VIETNAM 
Digital 

platforms are 
mainly used to 

streamline 
simple 

business 
functions such 

as business 
administration, 

sales, and 
payment 
methods Uptake of digital platforms is still mainly focused on simpler business functions 

Source: World Bank, 2021
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Vietnam’s Digital financial services 
Digital financial services (DFS) are a critical enabler of a digital economy, when 
supporting digital infrastructure is available. DFS covers financial products and 
services, including payments, transfers, savings, credit, insurance, securities, 
financial planning, and account statements. 

DFS are delivered via digital/electronic technology, including through a payment 
card, online, or via a mobile phone; various instruments may be linked to e-money 
or traditional bank accounts. 

DFS can provide individuals and households with convenient and affordable 
channels through which to make and receive payments, as well as to save and 
borrow. Firms can leverage DFS to more easily transact with their customers and 
suppliers, as well as to build digital credit histories and seek financing. 
Governments can use DFS to increase efficiency and accountability in various 
payment streams, including for disbursement of social transfers, and receipt of tax 
payments. 

30



Vietnam’s Digital financial services 

Digital financial services indices 2017 2018 2019 2020

Bank account penetration
(% of the population aged +15) 31 31 30 30.8

Credit card penetration
(% of the population aged +15) 2 4.1 4.1 4.1

Mobile money account penetration
(% of the population aged + 15) 0.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

Commercial bank branches per 100,000 adults2 3.45 3.91 3.98 4.0

ATMs per 100,000 adults2 24.59 25.32 25.90 26.26

Source: Digital  2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 2 World Bank Data 2021
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Digital payments in Vietnam
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E-wallet and mobile banking in Vietnam

Source: https://www.statista.com/outlook/dmo/fintech/digital-payments/vietnam
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The rate of users pay with their phones in Vietnam is estimated at 29.1%, the 
third-highest in the world. However, the amount of money spent by each 
customer is low, estimated at only 74 USD per one transaction in 2020.
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Vietnamese people have a lack of understanding 
of financial services

45.72
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18.85

15.69
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Digital borrowing
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Digital insurance

Digital f inancial advisors

Awareness of fintech products in Vietnam 
(share of respondents) 

Source: 
https://www.statista.com/outlook/dmo/fintech/digital-
payments/vietnam

https://gflec.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/11/3313-
Finlit_Report_FINAL-5.11.16.pdf?x63881

Country Adults who are financially 
literate (%) 2014

Cambodia 18

Indonesia 32

Malaysia 36

Myanmar 52

Philippines 25

Singapore 59

Thailand 27

Viet Nam 24
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Vietnam’s Digital financial services 

• the product or service online purchase penetration in Vietnam has 
seen strong growth, from 39% of internet users in 2016 to 78.7% 
in 2020. 

• In 2020, there were 36.23 million people who made digitally 
enabled payment transactions with a total value of $8.61 billion

Vietnam has great potential to develop DFS

The application of new technology in banking and financial 
services is highly encouraged in Vietnam
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Digital entrepreneurship 

• By enabling the transformation of existing businesses, digital 
entrepreneurship contributes to net employment growth and helps to 
enhance competitiveness and productivity.

Digital entrepreneurship and innovation create an ecosystem that 
helps bring the digital economy to life, by spurring new, growth-
oriented ventures, products, and services that leverage technology. 

• They serve as a critical foundation to enable traditional offline 
businesses (both large and MSMEs) to adopt new digital business 
models and digital technologies, creating positive spillover effects in the 
rest of the economy. 

Digital entrepreneurship in a digital economy can be divided into 
two distinct categories, each with their characteristics: 1) digital 
start-ups, and 2) established digital businesses. 

37

Digital entrepreneurship in Vietnam 

• Vietnam has invested significantly in science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM), digital and entrepreneurial education in-country.

• Vietnam has created new funds in key agencies from the National Technology 
Innovation Fund, to the National Agency for Technology, Entrepreneurship and 
Commercialisation Development. 

• Most of Vietnam’s start-ups are operating in the digital market  à a promising 
future for digital entrepreneurs in online retail, logistics and payments locally 
and beyond Vietnam’s borders 

• Vietnam is the 3rd most active start-up ecosystem in ASEAN, behind 
Singapore and Indonesia 

• Digital entrepreneurship is contributing to Vietnam’s remarkably effective 
handling of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The digital entrepreneurship ecosystem is nascent but dynamic

Source: http://digipencil.vn/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/rmit-apec-digital-entrepreneurship-report.pdf
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Digital entrepreneurship in Vietnam 

• Homegrown digital platform-based marketplaces, like Sendo and Tiki, 
compete with regional players like Lazada and Shopee. 

Digital businesses are platform-based and data-driven firms that offer 
digital services or content, digital payments, or digital solutions to other 
businesses, notably start-ups and small firms that do not have the 
internal resources to develop these capacities on their own. 

But Vietnam has fewer digital businesses (around 250) than other East 
Asia and Pacific (EAP) countries, including Malaysia (450) or Indonesia 
(530). Vietnam’s digital businesses are also operating in a smaller 
number of digital subsectors than other EAP countries (WB, 2021)

39

Main barriers to digital innovation in the 
private sector  in Vietnam 

Source: World Bank, 2021
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Digital skills

• Digital skills constitute technology skills, together with 
business skills for building or running a start-up or 
enterprise. 

• Greater digital literacy enhances the adoption and use of 
digital products and services amongst the larger 
population. 

Economies require a digitally savvy workforce to 
build robust digital economies 

• Many enterprises lack regular practice using ICT 
software and systems. 

• Only 40% of businesses report adequate ICT skills to 
maintain and fully use their digital systems, and the skill 
shortage is projected to reach 1 million ICT workers by 
2023 (WB, 2021)

• This talent shortage has been exacerbated by the brain 
drain of many local skilled workers to overseas markets. 

Vietnam’s workforce lacks the necessary skills 
to fully harness the digital economy

Source: 
http://digipencil.vn/wpcontent/uploads/2017/12/rmi

t-apec-digitalentrepreneurship-report.pdf

Vietnam receives average scores in both 
the government’s capacity to regulate 
online content and the legal framework’s 
adaptability to digital business models (WB, 
2021)
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Specialized skills in ITC - E-commerce 
which are difficult to recruit in Vietnam
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ICT Skills in ASEAN

ICT Skills in  2020 Individuals with 
basic ICT skills (%) 

Individuals with 
standard ICT skills (%)

Individuals with 
advanced ICT skills (%)

Brunei Darussalam 56.96033 39.5309109 27.6887432
Cambodia 29.2186782 4.6912001 1.35622407
Indonesia 25.272222 3.52657441
Malaysia 51.6658526 41.5704561 11.1131426

Philippines 0.67007677
Singapore 53.5137571 40.3283493 8.21618399
Thailand 16.8507029 9.53948451 1.01591787
Viet Nam 8.16118865 0.01023235
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Maturity of Vietnam’s Digital Economy 
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Where is Vietnam in the global digital race today? 

Vietnam performs 
well compared to 

its peers and 
even to the 
aspirational 
countries, in 

some areas, but 
exhibits 

significant 
weaknesses in 

other areas. 

The country appears to have done well 
in terms of connectivity, as it is highly 
ranked in terms of even though the 
speed ofmobile phone and internet 
penetration, connections is lagging that 
in more advanced countries. 

Vietnam is also making 
progress in the use of new 
digital tools by businesses 
and government, even if 
those are mainly used for 
basic functions

Vietnam’s performance 
is relatively weak in 
harnessing and 
protecting users and 
ranks toward the bottom 
of Harness and Protect 
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Cameron A, Pham T H, Atherton J, Nguyen D H, Nguyen, T P, Tran S T, Nguyen T N, Trinh H Y & Hajkowicz S (2019). 
Vietnam’s future digital economy – Towards 2030 and 2045. CSIRO, Brisbane. 
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Vietnam’s digital economy in future

VISION BY 2030

Vietnam becomes a digital country 
characterized by stability and 
prosperity and a pioneer in 

experimenting with novel technologies 
and models; the management and 

administration activities of the 
Government, the production and 

business practices of enterprises and 
the way people live and work are 

renovated fundamentally and 
comprehensively; the established 

digital environment is safe, humane 
and all-encompassing
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Major targets by 2025 and 2030 in Vietnam’s 
digital economy

Targets By 2025 By 2030
Digital economy ( per cent of GDP) 20 % 30 %

Digital economy forms of each sector at least 10 % at least 20 %
Annual productivity 7 % 8 %

Ranked on the ICT Development Index (IDI) in the top 50 in the top 30
Ranked on the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) in the top 50 in the top 30

Ranked on the Global Innovation Index (GII) in the top 35 in the top 30
Ranked on the Global Cybersecurity Index (GCI) in the top 40 in the top 30

Coverage of Fiber optic internet infrastructure
more than 80 % of 

households and 100 % of 
communes

nationwide

Broadband service and smartphones Nationwide 4G/5G service Nationwide 5G 
service 

Digital checking account ( % of the population) More than 50 % More than 80 %

Source: Decision No. 749/QD-TTg dated June 03, 2020, by the Prime Minister 
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Recommendations for Vietnam’s future 
digital economy

First, further complete the framework for the effective implementation 
of the digital economy.

Second, increase investment in science and technology to 
modernise and synchronise digital technology.

Third, invest more in systematic e-learning and train high-quality 
human resources.

Fourth, motivate data-driven e-government and enterprises’ 
proactiveness and innovation

Last, develop a cyber insurance market to help businesses recover 
financially when a cyber incident happens. 
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Thank you
for your attention!
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1.1 Research Background:
§ Vietnam's garment and textile industry has been under development since 1990

and has become increasingly important in Vietnam's economic growth (Dinh &
Dang, 2011).
Ø Garment export value in 2020: 35,2 billion USD; in 2009: 8,5 billion USD; in 2004: 4,2 billion USD

(VCYA, 2021)

§ But, heavily dependent on external sources of supply.
§ So the added value in each product is low and thus low production efficiency.
§ E-commerce sales in Vietnam has been developing at a similar pace as world e-

commerce sales and faster than GDP (World Bank, 2021).
Ø (In 2020, e-commerce market value: almost 12 billion USD, equal to 2.5 % of GDP with around 53%

of population shopping online).

1.2 Research Abstract:
§ Objective: clarify impacts of e-commerce on upgrading in apparel value chain, thus give practical
implications for Vietnamese apparel firms.

§ Research method: qualitative method and case study analysis.
§ Research data:

ü Secondary data: to present the facts of Vietnam’s textile and garment industry & the position of
Vietnamese apparel value chain and e-commerce adoption status

ü Primary data: collected via direct interviews with the Vietnamese case study to highlight the
impacts of e-commerce on upgrading.

§ Findings: e-commerce facilitates apparel firms with functional upgrading and end market
upgrading

§ Outline:
ü First, summarize the growth and adoption of e-commerce in Vietnam.
ü Second, focus on hostically analysing the impacts of e-commerce on the apparel value chain,
especially industial upgrading.

ü Third, analyze case studies and draw practical implications for Vietnamese apparel firms.



2.1 The value chain:

§ Terms: “Value system” (Porter, 1985), “Value stream” by (Womack & Jones, 1996), “global commodity
chains” (Gary Gereffi & Korzeniewicz, 1994).

§ Global value chain (GVC) framework: examines how a given industry is organized through the analysis of
the structure and dynamics of various factors related to global transactions, especially the focus on nature and
content of the linkages that span international borders (Gary Gereffi, 2010; Gibbon, Bair, & Ponte, 2008).

§ Four dimensions of GVC analysis: geographic scope, governance, upgrading and local institutional context
(G Gereffi & Fernandez-Stark, 2016).

§ The governance structure: how the value chain is controlled by the firm and more specifically how the power
relationships determine the allocation and flow of financial and human resources in a chain (Gary Gereffi,
1999).

§ In the apparel industry:
ü Lead firms are able to collect and process information, thus stay at a strong bargaining position (Coe, Hess,

Yeung, Dicken, & Henderson, 2004; Gary Gereffi, 1997).
ü Suppliers upgrade within production, but face discouragement and even obstacles: design, marketing

activities, branding and retailing (Bair & Gereffi, 2001; Tokatli, 2007).

2.2 Upgrading in the apparel value chain

Upgrading type in apparel value chain 
Source: Frederick & Gereffi, 2011

Upgrading type Description
Product upgrading Shift to more sosphiticated products with higher unit prices: Basic => 

Functional (R&D). 

Process upgrading Reduce cost, increase efficiency by reorganizing the manufacturing system 
or investing in new machinary or logistics technology.

Functional upgrading Apparel manufacturers increase the range of functions and have 
responsibility for higher value activities; a switch from manufacturer to 
service provider may occur: CMT => OEM => ODM => OBM.

End market upgrading Diversifying to new buyers or new geographic or product market.
Chain upgrading Diversifying to other industries.



2.3 E-commerce in the apprel value chain:

§ E-commerce is not limited to buying and selling online, but includes all pre-
sales and after-sales activities (Slavko, 2016). 

§ In the era of e-commerce, the relationship between GVC lead firms possibly 
changes (Li, Frederick, & Gereffi, 2019).

§ Internet-engaged consumers and platform companies exist, impacting on the 
nature of traditional producer and buyer in the GVC framework (Rehnberg & 
Ponte, 2018).

§ In the “two-sided market” created by internet-based platform companies: 
Consumers are the demand side while e-commerce-focused apparel firms are 
the supply side of the new market (Parker & Van Alstyne, 2018). 

2.3 E-commerce in the apprel value chain

§ Governance in the e-commerce era (Parker &
VanAlstyne, 2018):

(1) The displacement of traditional place-based
retailers by online sales.

(2) Internet-based platform companies create two-
sided markets linking consumers directly with
a wide range of decentralised producers.

§ Three impacts of e-commerce on apparel
industry (Li et al., 2019):

(1) Online marketplace allows small businesses
and individuals to sell online.

(2) Specialised online retail sites sell certain
category items.

(3) Online-to-offline e-commerce (O2O) using
online channels to increase and then drive
consumers into offline stores.

Digital and analytics can transform domains in every part of 
the apparel value chain

Source: Gonzalo, Harreis, Altable, and Villepelet (2020)



3.1 Vietnam’s garment and textile industry:
ü Import-intensive as a result of heavy dependence on the foreign source of inputs and uncompetitive,

particularly in terms of quality (Goto, 2012).

üProduction on a contractual CMT (cut, make and trim) basis with input provision from international
buyers, which means a high degree of labor and low skill intensity (Goto, Natsuda, & Thoburn, 2011;
Nadvi et al., 2004).

üFunctions of high added-value conducted by international lead firms: procurement of input materials,
designing, branding and marketing.

Top 10 countries importing textile fibers
Source: WTO, 2021

3.2 Vietnam’s e-commerce:
üE-commerce has empowered end customers with more impacts over firm activities and has not only

assisted large manufacturers but also SMEs (Li et al., 2019).
üE-commerce in Vietnam is expanding more rapidly than across the world. (In 2020, Vietnam’s ecommerce
market value: around 12 billion USD, equal to 2,5% of GDP (World Bank, 2021)

Growth in world and Vietnam e-commerce sales (%) and growth in Vietnam’s GDP (%)

Source: (World Bank, 2021)



3.2 Vietnam’s e-commerce:

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
The estimated number 

of online customers (mil. 

People)

32,7 33,6 39,9 44,8 49,3

The estimated shopping 
value per an online 

customer (USD)

170 186 202 225 240

The ratio of B2C e-
commerce revenue over 

the total nationawide 
revenue of goods and 

service retail sales.

3% 3,6% 4,2% 4,9% 5,5%

The ratio of internet 

users

54,2% 58,1% 60% 66% 70%

Vietnamese B2C E-commerce Revenue 2016-2020 
(bil. USD)

Source: The White Book on Vietnamese E-commerce, 2021

Uptake of digital platforms is still mainly focused on 
simpler business functions

Source: World Bank, 2021

4.1 Functional upgrading via e-commerce
§ Given functional upgrading, small businesses face up to more obstacles to upgrading than larger ones

because lead firms control intagible service activities of high added value: product development, design,
marketing, brading and management (Frederick & Staritz, 2012).

Stage of functional upgrading in the apparel value chain
Source: Frederick, 2010 

§ E-commerce changes the traditional
marketing and logistics model of apparel
industry in the digital era (Wei & Zhou,
2011).

§ E-commerce enables apparel firms (Bruce &
Daly, 2010):
ü Reduce the costs of purchasing
ü Manage supplier relationships efficiently
ü Streamline logistics and inventory
ü Plan production
ü Reach customers in a more effective way



4.1 Functional upgrading via e-commerce

Case study analysis:

vCase 1: Handu Company, China
→ In 2006: set up as a small store on Taobao with around 40 employees, bridging the Korean
apparel supplier and Chinese customers.

→ In 2008: first achievement by creating the first brand called Hstyle while conducting R&D
and design, but outsourcing production
Ø Successful switch as a result of its experience gained via online retail platform.

→ In 2014: accelerated over well-known global brands-Uniqlo and Only in its domestic market.
→The second upgrading: manufactured by itself for quality assurance.

ØRoles of e-commerce (Li et al., 2019):
ü Enable the product teams to respond with the demand more quickly and cut various costs.
ü Enable more direct interactions with consumers, linked to platform companies.

4.1 Functional upgrading via e-commerce 
Case study analysis:
vCase 1: Handu Company, China

Handu’s functional upgrading via e-commerce 
Source: Li et al. (2019)



4.1 Functional upgrading via e-commerce
Case study analysis:
vCase 2: A leading apparel manufacturer, Vietnam
→ In 2014: set up but has experienced radical changes in upgrading and has become one of the fastest runners in

the Vietnamese garment and textile industry.
→ Joint venture with a Japanese lead firm (34% owned by the Japanese lead firm) to conduct CMT-based

production at the beginning.
→ Currently producing under CMT, FOB and ODM contracts at the same time, especially ODM contracts for

domestic market and OBM for its own brand.
→ Growth path:
§ First: upgraded its function successfully from CMT to ODM with the techinical support from the Japanese lead

firm.
§ Second: developed dual online and offline sales channels at the same time and has been able to produce its own

brand products.
Ø Roles of e-commerce:
ü Help to collect end customers’ feedback and reviews more quickly and then allow the firm to redesign its

own products to meet the market demand.
ü Conducting digital marketing campaigns facilitates to brand its own products easily at a lower cost.

4.2 End market upgrading via e-commerce

§ End market upgrading here is diversifying to new buyers or new geographic or
product market (Frederick & Gereffi, 2011).

§ E-commerce provides an alternative sales channel to reach new customers at a lower
cost (Li et al., 2019).

§ The case in China:
→ Internet helps SMEs to enter the market easily while provideing a boost to leading
brands in China by giving them greater market reach (Bain & Company, 2015).

→ Top Chinese brands are connecting online stores with physical ones to promote
buyer engagement, in particular O2O methods to increase sales (Li et al., 2019).

§ The case in Vietnam:
→ Shows the same results of end market upgrading with the help of e-commerce.
→ Diversified the end market by entering the domestic market instead of catering the
Japanese market only.



§ E-commerce clearly shows its role as a powerful new force in the global economy in this digital era.
§ Many models of e-commerce, varying depending on the relations between participants in trade such as

B2B, B2C, B2E, C2C, C2B (Slavko, 2016).
§ The Covid-19 pandemic has elevated digital channels as a must-have for apparel firms, as e-commerce

plays as traffic and engagement generation engine to digital and leverage digital channels to drive store
traffic and vice versa (Gonzalo et al., 2020).

§ E-commerce facilitates apparel firms to upgrade functionally, which matches the finding of Li et al. (2019).
ü Online platforms provide a valuable source of information, feedback and reviews of customers and thus

manufacturers can adjust their products to meet the market demand (Jinfu & Aixiang, 2009).
ü E-marketing is another benefit.

§ On the other hand, e-commerce also enables firms to upgrade their end markets by finding new customers
(Li et al., 2019) by creating new markets and economic activities characterized by rapid information
processes and market dynamics, providing the infrastructure for collecting and disseminating information,
serving as a new channel for the sales, promotion of products and services delivery (Slavko, 2016).

§ E-commerce radically changes the governance structure and gives rise to various business models (Li
et al., 2019), enabling Vietnamese garment and textile industry - one of the long-lasting sectors, labor-
intensity and high dependence on lead firms – to upgrade themselves.

§ Also, more popular use of online platforms to buy garment and textile products by customers is a big
chance for apparel firms.

§ Functional upgrading:
ü Online platforms, along with analytical tools, facilitate firms to manage information: customers’

feedback and reviews, thus enable firms to develop product and marketing strategies successfully.
ü Apparel firms not only can reduce the cost for a given level of performance along a customer need for

a higher level of performance at a given cost (Jinfu & Aixiang, 2009).
§ End market upgrading:

ü Online shops serve as showrooms to display products visually instead of physical stores.
ü Instead of participating in fairs or promotion events at a big expense, apparel firms can digitize all

promotion processes via e-commercial tools facilitating firms to reach new markets and new
customers in a cost-effective way
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1. Introduction
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Economic-Social Development Strategy 2021-2025 
và 2021-2045 (Vietnam Government, 2021). 

Steady state in Neo-classical growth model 
(Solow, 1956; Swan, 1956). 

Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations)

View 
point

Economic 
state

Objective

Fast and 

Sustainable 

Development

1. Introduction (cont.)
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This paper considers
the fast and
sustainable
development as an
economic state.

Figure 1 implies that the
GDP per person grows
with technology progress
rate (g) (Solow, 1956).

Source: Macroeconomics, 8th Edition, Gregory Mankiw, page 238. 

Figure 1



2. Analysis Framework
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i. Theory

ii. Data

iii. Model
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2.i. Theory
Sustainable Development.

The economics of exautible resource (Hotelling, 1931): the priace of exaustible resource needs
to grow with a rate being equal to the interest rate, with effective exploitation and perfect
competitive market. This rule is based on the sustitutability of natural and human-made physical
capital.

This line of research generates the concept of the weak sustainability

The ecology expands the Hotelling rule (1931) to account for the unsustitutability of natural and
human-made physical capital (Daly, 1990).

This line of research generates the concept of the strong sustainability
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2.i. Theory (cont.)
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2.i. Theory (cont.)

Fast Development:

• Economic development includes the economic growth and ensured income
equality (Asian Development Bank report, 2008).

• Fast development includes a high economic growth rate and improved or at

least stable income inquality.

• Within this paper, the fast development is understood as a higher economic
growth rate than the turning point of Kuznet curve (Kuznets, 1955; Piketty,
2006).

25/11/2021 2021 CIECI Conference 8



2.i. Theory (cont.)
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Within this
paper, the fast
and sustainable
development is
the combination
of sustainable
development
with each
incremental 1%
of economic
growth rate.

Higher 
Growth Rate 
than Kuznets 
Turning Point

Sustainable 
Development

Fast and 
Sutainable 

Development

2.i. Theory (cont.)

Table 1: Fast and Sustainable Development Concepts

Criteria

Weak Sustainability

(Positive Genuine 

Savings)

Strong Sustainability

(Biocapacity Reserve)

Fast Development

(Higher Growth Rate than Turning 

Point of Kuznets Curve)

Fast and Weak 

Sustainable 

Development

Fast and Strong 

Sustainable 

Development

25/11/2021 2021 CIECI Conference 10



2.ii. Data
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The cross-section data includes 172 economies, each is averaged over 1990-2019.

• Economic growth rate (aGDPgrowth) is measured by the growth rate of GDP per person on

constant 2011 national prices, from Penn World Table 9.1 (Groningen University, 2020).

• Income inequality is measured by the Gini index (Gini), from the World Bank's dataset of

World Development Indicators.

• Sustainable development includes 2 indicators: (i) Genuine savings per GDP on % (GenSav),

which captures the environmental datamage caused by economic activities; (ii) Biocapacity

Index (BioCap), which compares the ability of nature to meet the demand by human:

biocapacity reserves for positive index and biocapacity deficit for negative index.

2.iii. Model
§ For the fast development, we carry out the following regression equation to access the income 

distribution along with the economic growth process: 
𝑎𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖! = 𝛼 + 𝛽"#$%&' 𝑎𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ! + 𝛽"#$%&',) (𝑎𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ!)) + 𝑢! (1)

§ The significant estimated coefficients (𝛽"#$%&' , 𝛽"#$%&',) ) if any would prove the existence
of the Kuznets curve.
vKuznets (1955) suggests that when the economic growth rate is low, an increase of

economic growth rate is associated with more income inequality. But when the economic
growth rate is high, an increase of economic growth rate is associated with less income
inequality.

vAs an implication, when an economy has a higher economic growth rate than the turning
point, an increase of economic growth is associated with less income inequality.

vThen, we can choose the turning point of the Kuznets curve to set up a threshold so that an
economy achieves a fast development if its economic growth is higher the threshold.

25/11/2021 2021 CIECI Conference 12



2.iii. Model (cont.)
§ Each variable proxy for sustainable development, 𝑌! = (𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑎𝑣! , 𝐵𝑖𝑜𝐶𝑎𝑝!), is regressed on

the economic growth rate (denoted by 𝑎𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ!), by the following empirical model:
𝑌! = 𝛼 + 𝛽"#$%&',* 𝑎𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ! + 𝑢! (2)

whereby the error term (𝑢!) captures the impact of unknown variables.
• Base on this coefficients, we compute the difference between the realized and optimal values,

in which the optimal value is the predicted value by the empirical model.
vFor an economy, when the residual of genuine savings per GDP is positive, that economy has

attained a better performance of weak sustainability than the prediction by the empirical
model. This implies that there is still available space for this economy to raises both
economic growth and genuine savings, leading to an improvement of fast and weak
sustainable development.

vFor an economy, when the residual of biocapacity is positive, that economy has achieved a
greater performance than the prediction by the empirical model. This implies that there is
still available space for this economy to raises both economic growth and biocapacity
reserve, leading to an improvement of fast and strong sustainable development state.

25/11/2021 2021 CIECI Conference 13

3. Empirical Evidence
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Table 3: Cross-Section Regression Results of Income Distribution (aGini), Genuine Savings per GDP

(aGenSav) and Biocapacity Reserve(+)/Deficit(-) (aBioCap) on Economic Growth Rate
(1) (2) (3)

VARIABLES aGini aGenSav aBioCap
Economic Growth Rate 3.051** 1.524*** 0.307***
(aGDPgrowth) (1.188) (0.508) (0.101)
Squared Value of aGDPgrowth -0.356**
(aGDPgrowth2) (0.144)
Constant 34.18*** 3.463* -1.565***

(2.247) (1.925) (0.389)
Observations 149 153 146
R-squared 0.043 0.056 0.060

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1



3. Empirical Evidence (cont.)
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Table 4: Panel-Data Regression Results of Genuine Savings per GDP (aGenSav) and

Biocapacity Reserve(+)/Deficit(-) (aBioCap) on Economic Growth Rate
(1) (2)

VARIABLES GenSav BioCap
Economic Growth Rate 0.271*** 0.0163***
(GDPgrowth) (0.0329) (0.00419)

Constant 7.490*** 4.212***
(0.172) (0.0295)

Observations 3,331 6,645
R-squared 0.021 0.002
Number of Countries 158 179

3. Empirical Evidence (cont.)
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Figure 1: Kuznets Curve



3. Empirical Evidence (cont.)
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Figure 2: Fast and Weak Sustainable Development

3. Empirical Evidence (cont.)
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Figure 2: Fast and Strong Sustainable Development



3. Empirical Evidence (cont.)
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Table 5: Case Study in Fast and Sustainable Development Space

Country
Economic 

Growth

Income 

Inequality

Genuine 

Savings

Biocapacity 

Reserve (+) 

/ Deficit (-) 

Residuals

Income 

Inequality

Genuine 

Savings
Biocapacity

United 

States
2.28 40.47 6.35 -5.48 1.17 -0.59 -4.62

China 9.11 39.72 24.67 -0.92 7.27 7.31 -2.15

Vietnam 6.66 36.09 14.42 -0.05 -2.62 0.79 -0.53

4. Conclusion

• The paper analyzes the fast and sustainable development space by an
integrated approach, which combines the economic growth and sustainable
development literature.

• The research method employs a quantitative method which examines an
empirical evidence in the whole world economy by one cross-section data
sample of 172 economies over the 1990-2019 period.

• The results suggest that an economy can first attain the objective of fast and
weak sustainable development, then, the fast and strong sustainable
development.
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Thank You Very Much !
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Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

The effectiveness of the UN-REDD

Programme as a guardian of tropical

forests in developing countries

whitetextLakmini Fernando, Firmin Doko Tchatokawhitetext
and Stephanie F. McWhinnie
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Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Motivation

Tropical forests play an important role in combating climate
change and preserving biological diversity
National policies are not typically enough to curtail
deforestation
United Nations Programme on Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation (UN-REDD) is a key
global initiative to tackle climate change

UN-REDD works with developing country
partners to implement REDD+ activities
that provide incentives to protect forest
for positive environmental outcomes



Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Our Paper

Evaluate the impact of UN-REDD on reducing deforestation
and associated emissions
Employ a novel econometric technique: staggered
differences-in-differences

Allows quantification over time
Enables identification of causal effects in presence of
confounding factors

Use spatially accurate and consistent satellite panel data on
deforestation for 102 developing countries

white text

text

Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Deforestation

Deforestation is estimated to contribute to 20% of global
emissions that lead to climate change
Tropical deforestation and degradation accounts for 11% of
these, more than global transport

whitetext
Annual Deforestation (2001-2018)

(# countries) (million ha) (%)
World (150) teextxt19.7teetxxt tetexxt0.5teetxxt

Developing (102) 10.7 0.5
Africa (46) 2.3 0.4

Asia-Pacific (34) 3.4 0.6
L.Am & Carib (22) 5.1 0.5



Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

UN-REDD Programme

whitetext
whitetext

UN-REDD launched in 2008, 65 countries have
adopted since
Goal to enhance carbon stocks in tropical forests
while contributing to sustainable development

Establish reference levels
Develop monitoring systems
Promote adoption of national strategies

Participating countries receive:
Results-based payments
Technical assistance, capacity building, & policy
advice

Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Data

Deforestation: national tree cover loss, 30% canopy cover,
100,000 ha/year, Global Forest Watch
Emissions: CO2 from above ground biomass loss 30% canopy
cover, 100,000 ha/year, Global Forest Watch
Covariates: GDP growth, Popn growth, Trade openness, Ag
exports, Rural pop, Ag employment, Ag land, Arable land,
World Development Indicators

102 developing countries, 2001-2018
62 countries adopted REDD since 2008
40 countries did not ever adopt



Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Deforestation & Associated Emissions

Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Empirical Specification

Yit = (REDDi ⇥ POSTit)
0 � + X

0
it� +

P
i µi +

P
t ⌘t

+
P

i Countryi ⇥ Timet + "it
Estimate causal impact of UN-REDD on deforestation and
associated emissions (Yit)

Staggered DID (Athey & Imbens, 2018) allows for different
adoption dates and to determine differing impacts over time
� is our key coefficient of interest that captures effect of
adoption in each of five two-year periods



Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Impact of UN-REDD

Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Results by Region



Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Results by Income Group

Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Results Summary

Impacts occur 9-10 years after adoption: 113,800
ha less deforestation, 42 mt less emissions
Staggered DID approach valuable for identifying
changes over longer periods
Incorporating country-specific trends appears
crucial in identification
First two-years reduction of 15,600 ha,
substantial compared to 90,300 ha annual loss
pre-programme
Biggest impacts in Latin America & Caribbean
and Upper-middle income group



Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Conclusion

Evaluating the impact of UN-REDD is important for
understanding the effectiveness of global climate policy
implementation
Our novel econometric approach shows that UN-REDD has
been successful at curbing deforestation and associated
emissions in developing countries
Positive effects take time to manifest: strongest effects are felt
9-10 years post-adoption
Heterogeneous policy effects are observed across regions and
income levels
Successful future policy is likely to be aided by accounting for
such time horizons and country heterogeneity

Motivation UN-REDD Data Analysis Conclusion

Thank you
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Relevance and goal

Economic growth Ecological problems

Average GDP growth
9,8%

Average Growth Rate 
of Ecological Footprint

15 %

Ecology

Social 
sphere

Economy
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The consequences of economic development for the environment

Water pollution Air pollution

Ecological problems

28%

26%

46%

China's water footprint in
2017 г., %

Blue Grey Green

Em
iss

io
ns Greenhouse gases

Fine particles
Wastewater 
discharge

Solid waste

3

4

Database of indicators to assess the impact of economic development on 
environmental safety in China

Block name Indicator Units
Economic Development
Indicators

- GDP trillion USD
- industrial exports million USD
- industrial production trillion USD
- agricultural production 100 million yuan
- crop production 100 million yuan
- livestock production 100 million yuan
- coal consumption million tons of oil equivalent

- chemical fertilizer consumption 10000 tons
Environmental
indicators

- ecological footprint global hectares
- PM 2.5 mkg/m³
- nitrogen oxide emissions NOx thousand metric tons of СО2

equivalent

- greenhouse gas emissions kilotons of CO2 equivalent

- carbon dioxide emissions CO2 million tons CO2
- volume of wastewater discharged million tons
- solid waste pollution million tons
- methane emissions kilotons of CO2 equivalent

4
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Correlation matrix of indicators of economic development and the state of the 
environment

GDP Industrial 
exports

Agricultural 
production

Crop production Coal consumption Industrial 
production

Chemical fertilizer 
consumptionn

Ecological 
footprint 0,531827078 0,543463866 0,568326648 0,647187761 0,521461208 0,556825832

Nitrogen oxide 
emissions NOx 0,559497727 0,767410034

Greenhouse 
gas emissions 0,575229611 0,571614586 0,51959966 0,516569406 0,680464685

Carbon dioxide 
emissions CO2

0,688227664 0,781709818 0,566547052

Volume of 
wastewater 
discharged

0,530277411 0,655704638
Methane 
emissions 0,613976732 0,649271799 0,682585635 0,634243593
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Dynamics of coal consumption and CO2 emissions in China
in 1997–2017
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The results of evaluating the true causal relationship by the Ingle-Granger 
criterion

t факт. < t 0,05

China has ineffective environmental policies

Growth rates of economic 
development

Growth rates of investments in 
environmental protection

7

8

The results of assessing the relationship of exports and investment in 
combating environmental pollution in 1997-2017.

𝑬𝑿𝑷 = 𝑪𝑨𝑰 + 𝑪𝑨𝑮 + 𝑫𝑺𝑰 + 𝑪

Investing in air pollution control can maintain positive export performance while 
implementing rational government policies for environmental safety

Variable r P-value F-value Correlation
Investing in air pollution
control

0,878 0,000 0,000 Strong

Investment in water
pollution control

0,679 0,001 0,001 Moderate

Investment in industrial
solid waste control

0,566 0,008 0,008 Moderate

8
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Thank you for attention!
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Global venture capital value from 2011 to 2020

Source: Crunchbase news 

Global venture capital deals from 2011 to 2020

Source: Crunchbase news 



Number of deals and venture capital value in Asia 
from 2007 to 2017

Source: Preqin Pro 

Southeast Asia venture capital value 
from 2010 to 2019

Source: Vertex Holdings 



POLICIES TO PROMOTE VENTURE INVESTMENT 
OF DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

§ Governments have different method to encourage venture
capital development:
§ Britain uses tax incentives.
§ Sweden encourages taxes for early stage

investments.
§ Belgium uses tax incentives and guarantees the loss

of venture capitalists.
§ Germany uses a guarantee and investment

cooperation tool, in which the state will supplement
the needing capital in the early stages of a startup
with venture capitalists.

POLICIES TO PROMOTE VENTURE INVESTMENT 
OF DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

§ France offers tax incentives for investment funds
that invest a lot of capital in the early stages of high-
tech enterprises.

§ The Netherlands provides credit support with
preferential interest rates for investors and
investment guarantees.

§ Japan uses tax incentives.
§ In China, the Chinese Government directly invested

capital as a primer for private investors to safely
conduct venture capital, establishing a venture
capital corporation dedicated to technology
development in 1985.



POLICIES TO PROMOTE VENTURE INVESTMENT 
OF DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

§ Governments of countries develop legal frameworks for
venture capital funds:
§ In the US: the Small Business Investment Act.
§ In China, the Chinese Government initiated the

formulation of a long-term strategy for the
development of the venture capital industry, issued
guiding policy documents, and provided a legal
framework for venture capital activities,...

§ In Israel, state-owned venture capital fund was
established to directly invest in startup (1993),...

POLICIES TO PROMOTE VENTURE INVESTMENT 
OF DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

§ In addition, the governments have an indirect impact on
venture investment through creating a competitive
business environment based on technology level,
effectively enforcing regulations on rights to protect
intellectual property rights, promulgating policies to
encourage the development of new technologies and
entrepreneurship.



VENTURE CAPITAL IN VIETNAM

Number of venture capital funds operating in Vietnam from 1991 to 2020
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Venture capital value in Vietnam from 1991 to 2018
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VENTURE CAPITAL IN VIETNAM

§ Before 2016, the legal regulations related to venture
investment activities in Vietnam were scattered in
different legal documents.

§ 2016: Project "Initiative for Startup Ecosystem in
Vietnam“ (844), 2018: Decree No. 38/2018/ND-CP
guiding investment for innovative small and medium
enterprises.

§ Although there are many foreign venture capital
funds operating in Vietnam, none of them have
established a legal entity in Vietnam but only opened
a representative office in Vietnam.

§

VENTURE CAPITAL IN VIETNAM

§ The number of venture capital funds established by
Vietnamese legal entity is small, but diverse, from
private funds, close ended fund, open ended fund,
mutual fund.

§ Vietnam's legal policy for startups is still in the
process of being completed.



PROPOSING POLICIES TO PROMOTE VENTURE 
CAPITAL ACTIVITIES IN VIETNAM

§ Issue specific regulations guiding venture capital
investment activities.

§ Implementing tax incentives for venture capital
investment activities to encourage investment

§ Encourage the establishment of more domestic
venture capital funds.

§ The form of state investment in venture funds
through representation by a state agency.

§ Encourage the establishment of Associations/
Associations of venture capital investors.

LOGO
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1. Introduction

3

● Economic growth towards 
sustainable development
requires technical innovation

● Startups have a great 
contribution!

● Angel investment supports 
startups.

3

4

Vietnam is expected to become an innovation-led and socio-
environmental sustainable economy

… with startups and angel investment playing vital roles.

introduction

in
trod

u
ctionBeing a potential 

destination
Facing difficulties to 

attract angel capitals

4



Overview 
of startups and 

Business Angels 
(BAs)

5

2

5

Startup?

● Young
● Small
● Innovative
● Scalable (expected)

6

2.1 Definition

d
efin

ition

"startups are enterprises 
being in their early stages of 
establishment and operating 
in highly innovative and 
creative business industries"

(According to Phan Hoang Lan, one of the main authors of 
the Government's Decision No. 844/QD-TTg approving the 
Project to support the innovative startup ecosystem)

6



Business 
Angel?

● Wealthy individuals 

● Invest not only money

● Care about profit & non-profit

● Do not have close 
relationship with the owners.

7

d
efin

ition

Why called “Angel"?

● Accept the high risk

● Provide not only money 
but also knowledge, 
experience, relationship

definition 

7

2.2 The role of BAs

8

th
e role of BA

s

increase the 
supply of 
financial 
capital

1 2

increase the 
ability to 
attract 

finance the 
enterprises

3 4
improve the 
quality of the 

business 
through 

value-added 
activities

improve the 
startup 

ecosystems

8



2.3 Startup-related factors attracting BAs

9

Sta
rtu

p
-rela

ted
 

fa
ctors a

ttra
ctin

g
 B

A
s

The passion of the business owner1

The trustworthiness of the business owner2

The quality of the management team3
The rationality of the exit strategy4

9

What are the reasons for failure?
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Sta
rtu
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ted
 

fa
ctors a

ttra
ctin

g
 B

A
s

Owners are not willing to share a controlling stake1

Startup cannot provides the information needed 2

Startups do not understand the angel investors3
Startup do not guarantee for long-term return4

Startup-related factors attracting BAs

10



Startup-related factors 

to attract angel 

investment in Vietnam 

from the perspective of some 

interviewed business angels

11

3

11

3.1 Profile of the interviewed BAs 

12

p
rofile of th

e in
terview

ed
 B

A
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What are in common?

13

What are different?

p
rofile of th

e in
terview

ed
 B

A
s 

In training, business 
and technology 

applications 

Experience 

5-10 deals/investor

Number of 
deals

VN investors: VN only

Foreign investors: other 
ASEAN countries

Geographical 
area

Diverse, based on
● Area of 

expertise
● The market 

needs

Investment 
field

Not fixed:
● 200 million VND 

on average
● Differ by case

Investment 
value

Profile of the interviewed BAs 

13

3.2 Goals and strategies of BAS

14

G
oa

ls a
n

d
 stra

teg
ies of BA

s

GOALS

Profit Non-profit

… are quite similar

14
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G
oa

ls a
n

d
 stra

teg
ies of BA

s

STRATEGIES
Goals and Strategies of BAs

are quite different

With expertise field,

● Larger projects, larger 
investment

● Higher control

2

Based on area 
of expertise

With other fields,

● Small and medium-sized 
projects

● Clear commitment to 

ensure the interests

1

● Some BAs cooperate with others on an investment project

● Some BAs requires startups to have headquarter in SingaporeBased on risk 
reduction

15
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G
oa

ls a
n

d
 stra

teg
ies of BA

s

STRATEGIES
Goals and Strategies of BAs

Supporting role:

● Orienting 

● Consulting

● Networking

● Helping raise next-round funding

4

Based on BAs’ 
role

3

● 20-30%

● Ordinary shareholdersBased on BAs’ 
capital hold

Controlling role:

● Taking financial control
● Taking legal control

● 60-70%

● Main shareholders

5
● Calculated according to the value of the Startup 

Based on exit 
strategy

16



3.2 Startup-related factors attracting BAs

17

Sta
rtu

p
-rela

ted
 

fa
ctors a

ttra
ctin

g
 B

A
s

Human Business 
Model

Financial & 
investment 

plan

● Passionate, ambitious & 

trustworthy founder

● Honest team

● Good sales & presentation 

skill members

● Clear business model

● Potential market

● Potential product/idea

● Profitable (prefered!)

● Reasonable capital call 

number

● Transparent financial plan

● Commitments & KPIs

● Exit strategy

17

3.3 Advantages and disadvantages 
of Vietnam startups in attracting angel capital

● Lacking knowledge about BAs

● Overvaluing the startup

● Overestimating the ideas

● Lacking experience and 

knowledge 

● Lacking broader market strategy
● Weak courage and endurance 

18

a
d
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d
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n
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g
es

Advantages Disadvantages 

Vietnamese entrepreneurs

● Highly skilled and well-trained

● Ambitious

Employees
● Good technical background
● Hard-working

● Good attitude

● Good teamworking skills May lead to failure
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How about BAs?
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● Still follow the trends and the old route 

● Lack a network for angel investors

advantages & disadvantages
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4. Conclusion
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To solve the current weaknesses, Vietnam Startups should:

● Properly value themselves
● Think globally
● Find real mentors

● Cooperate and connect

To attract more BAs, Vietnam Startups should:

● Show a promising business model and growth potential
● Have the right leader and team

● Invest time to prepare the profile and presentation
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